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In  1908 the writer noticed an infection of Big Bud on some black currant 
bushes that  had been imported from England to a nursery on Vancouver Island. 
The affected bushes were destroyed, but in 1914 this pest was again noticed on 
bushes in a private garden which had been supplied from this nursery. 

Upon the attention of the Dominion Entomological Branch being called 
to this through their Field Officer for British Columbia, Mr. R. C. Treherne, 
this officer and the late Dr. Hewitt visited the affection, and a thorough inspec- 
tion was arranged for and made under the Provincial Department of Agricul- 
ture. This resulted in the finding and destroying of nearly eight hundred bushes 
which had been distributed from the nursery to various places on Vancouver 
Island. The possibilisy of the pest spreading to the various wild species of 
Ribes was not lost sight of; but it was not until 1916 that  some bushes of Ribes 
bracteosum Dougl. (the wild black currant freqient by stream sides on the 
Pacific slope) were quite accidentally noticed to be affected. 

These had apparently become affected by cuttings of infected bushes 
being placed, by a farmer for rooting purposes, in the sandy alluvium of a stream 
bed about one-half mile up stream; some of the cuttings being afterwards washed 
out hy a flood. These bushes are still bearing the affection, though the mite is 
not making much headway. 

Big Bud, I might here state for the benefit of those unacquainted with the 
pest, is caused by a true mite, which living hidden in the tightly-folded buds 
of the black currant sucks the juices therefrom, causing the buds to swell, be-. 
come spherical instead of pointed, and finally to drop off during the summer 
without having expanded properly. Many hundred mites are located in one 
bud, and when the adult stage is reached in spring the mites migrate to the 
new buds. The result is partial, or in unchecked cases, total defoliation of the 
bushes; and from the fact that the mites are hidden in the buds for the greater 
part of the year and are so small when they do come out, intelligent spraying is 
very difficult and burning the affected bushes is usually resorted to, to get rid 
of this pest. This was the first record of this pest in N. America. 

At Agassiz, on the Mainland, the frequent affection of the native haze1 
(CO~YZZLS californica Rose) with a similar mite was noticed; the pest having a 
good hold on this plant which is very common in some parts of the Fraser Valley, 
and eventuallytwo other native shrubs were noticed affected with the same mite, 
namely, Ribes lacustre, a very spiny gooseberry-like shrub, and Ribes bracteosum, 
the wild black currant-the same species that  became affected on Vancouver 
Island with the escaped European mite. 

A very interesting point is here raised by these discoveries regarding the 
specific identity of the mites on these plants, both in British Columbia and 
England. In England four species are commonly mentioned in reference 
books, namely, Eriophyes avellana, E .  ribis, E .  grossularia, and E.  pyri, being 
named from their respective hosts. The last named, E. pyri, the common 
Pear leaf blister mite does not now interest us. The other three are not con- 
sidered specifically distinct by some authorities in England and the finding of 
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the native hazel, gooseberry and currant as above mentioned. all affected by a 
mite which has every appearance of being the same, lends colour to the proba- 
bility that  the three forms found in England are not good species and would be 
transferable froin one host to another. That  this is what happens a t  Agassiz 
I have very little doubt. 

In  1906 the late George Massee conducted some experiments a t  Wisley 
Gardens, England, with a view to testing the possibility of transferring the mite 
on the hazel, (C. avellana) to the cultivated black currant. The plan of his 
experiment, with which the writer had the pleasure of assisting, was to plant 
alternate bushes of infected llazels and clean black currants a t  a distance of 
about four feet and to observe if by ordinary means the mite on the hazel would 
attach itself to the currants. 

-4lthough the result of the experiment pointed to the immunity of the cur- 
rant from the hazel mite the test was not sufficiently long or thorough for positive 
proof on that point. 

That  the hazel C. califor~zicn is the original and chief host of this pest in 
British Columbia there is little doubt. I t  is the exception and not the rule to 
find a bush of Ribes affected. On the South-eastern portion of Vancouver 
Island, where the hazel is quite scar&, I have never found the mite on either 
this shrub or on any Rihes sp. (with the exception of the previously-mentioned 
instance where the European mite had escaped), while a t  Agassiz the hazel is 
very common and is everywhere badly affected, in some cases '75% of the buds 
being arrested in development by the work of the mite. 

Some European hazels on the Dominion Experimental Farm a t  Agassiz 
were also found to be affected by bud mites; whether imported with them on 
recent mig-rants from the neighboring woods i t  would be difficult to say. 

The fact that  this pest, which apparently lives on both hazel and currant, 
and is strongly entrenched in the Lower Fraser l'alley, mill have a retarding 
influence on the planting of these districts with small fruits, especially black 
currants; and it would certainly be folly to let any large acreage be planted until 
more investigational work has been done on this pest, and the fact that  i t  will 
not affect the cultivated varieties of black currant and gooseberry has been 
proven beyond all doubt. 

XE\lT RHOPA1,OCERA FROM THE FAR EAST. 
BY W A R 0  NAI<XHAK.X, A.M., PH.D. 

Elmhurst, Long Island, S.Y. 

Eeptidia inornata, n. sp. 
Related to L. anzl~rensis Men. ; both wings broader: upperside of fore wing 

devoid of the apical dark patch. 
A&ale.-Wings broad, much broader than in L. amz~rensis; rounded a t  the 

apex. Upperside soft silky white, without markings except a dark suffusion 
along the anterior margin toward the base of the fore wing. Underside similar 
ro the upperside in fore wing; hind wing with two nebular groups of dark atoms 
in the limbal area; the larger one extending from the 2nd to the 4th interspace, 
paralleling the hind margin, and the other, smaller one from the anterior angle 
obliquely toward the middle of the 5th inter.p c ace. 
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